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The topography of the Orchard Village is gently sloping. This 
area will be densely planted with productive trees. Clusters 
of houses form neighbourhood squares, creating a sense of 
local identity within the village.

The Orchard Village consists of a collection of houses arranged in clusters 
around informal neighbourhood squares. The street edge is defined by 
low walls that form gardens and the edge of open green areas. The dense 
productive planting creates a sense of enclosure and privacy. Houses 
lining the main street are terraced or semi-detached, whilst ‘specials’ and 
those off the rear streets are detached allowing space to view the distant 
landscape and for the wooded landscape to interrupt into the streets.

The vernacular studies for the Orchard Village focus on nearby villages 
such as Tylers Green and Hambleden where a string of low houses form 
a small village. The material palette is driven by the closest adjacency 
of Tylers Green and Penn where red brick is prominent. To align with the 
orchard planting and the enclosed woodland, timber is used for infill on 
the standard housing types and as an expressive standalone facade on the 
specials. This is tied together with a low masonry village wall. The types 
in the Orchard Village are arranged around their topographical condition, 
some are enclosed by side gardens which are used to turn corners opening 
up the street views and connecting neighbourhoods. Those facing south-
east have a plan that focuses more to the rear, facing over the landscape.

Existing view looking south across the Orchard Village site 
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Orchard Village illustrative masterplan
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Hedgerow planted 
boundary with 

concealed fence

Private roof terrace 
with views across 
valley landscape

Stepped 3 Bed house to 
accomodate steep terrain and 

create generous ceiling heights

Houses back to back minimum distance of 25m

Dewdens CloseGomm Farm WayCock Lane Communal
Orchard Garden
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LVIA Assessment - View F Illustrative Masterplan, 15 year tree growth

LVIA Assessment - View G Illustrative Masterplan, 15 year tree growth
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Within the overall masterplan 20% of the dwellings are 
specials. These are buildings of an alternate character to 
the standard type. In the Orchard village these articulate 
the edges of neighbourhood squares

From entering the Orchard village the first of a series of neighbourhood 
squares is articulated by a special type that sets back from the road and 
lines the edge of the soft landscaping. The special building is standalone 
and the subtle lift in height marks this building with a civic presence, akin 
to a village hall, pub or a community building. 

Standard special types bookmark the end of terraces and groups of 
houses, these mark the entrance and add unique character to each 
neighbourhood square. Their gardens are side facing forming a set back 
green edge to the pedestrian route around the village.

9.3.2  

SPECIALS

KEY

 Specials
 Standard specials
 Custom / Self build / commission plots

Illustrative section through Orchard Village

Special buildings illustrative plan
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The Orchard Village 



The Orchard village translates the infrastructures of a series 
of local example villages: village walls, street edges and local 
squares to form a rich and characterful streetscape.

The Orchard Village is approached either from the west on Cock Lane 
or at the top of the ascent from the town centre up Ashwells Lane. This 
village is a sheltered, productive and characterful residential area. At 
the entrance to the village the streets are bookended with end of terrace 
houses which, slightly tilted from the geometry of the street turn their 
gable ends to the street and face towards private side gardens enclosed 
by the village wall. This character is similar to that seen in Hambleden 
(view 02/03). The low perimeter wall to these houses also sets up a longer 
street condition similar to that seen at Tylers Green (view 01) that forms a 
folding datum from which to read the changing landscaping levels. 

Small clusters of houses are typically arranged around a special building, 
alongside the end of terrace standard specials. These types form informal 
neighbourhood squares. These green pockets are for play and day to day 
encounters, alike the village common found in many local villages such as Penn. 

On leaving the main street the end of terrace houses peel away to allow 
visual connections to the streets on the eastern fringe of the village. 
These are lined with detached houses with openings to the landscape 
beyond and to walks between, connecting to the surrounding area. 
Between back gardens, pocket parks are overlooked by the houses offering 
ideal safe play spaces for young children.

Hambleden illustrative street and village wall plan

View 01. Tylers Green village wall:  The wall at Tylers Green ties together 
a series of buildings; wrapping up into the gable end of the local pub

View 02: Hambleden village square: definied by the village wall, increased 
and extended by private green space enclosed by the village wall.

View 03: Hambleden village wall: the wall emerges from outbuildings 
enclosing houses and gardens to form an openness and private realm 
that feels as though it belongs to the village.

View 03

View 02
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9.3.3  

LOCAL VERNACULAR: 
THE VILL AGE WALL AND 
NEIGHBOURHOOD SQUARES



The illustrative plan above shows a neighbourhood square onto the main 
approach street to the Orchard Village. The special peels away to form 
an informal public space. It illustrates the changing typology where the 
house’s gardens face south east or north west.

*The illustrative drawings show an alternative means of developing the 
design in line with parameters

ORCHARD VILLAGE ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN (1:500)

N
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Key plan

Orchard Village illustrative plan* 
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The proposal for the Orchard Village forms a set of pitched 
roof-lines and shifting blocks that learn from the local 
picturesque quality of low rise villages to form characterful 
local spaces. The exploratory work has looked to develop a 
set of clear Design Principles as follows:

A low level village wall: 
This is used to define elements of the public realm. It is 
at a low level per Hambleden and Tylers Green with front 
gardens widen the street rather than enclose it.

Set-back special types:
Special types set back from the building line in order to 
form public realm around them.

Rotated alternative standard types:
The end of blocks are typified by alternate standard types. 
These are at a slight angle and turn the corner. The village 
wall sets back and their primary gardens are to the side.

9.3.4  

BUILT FORM: EXPLORATORY 
WORK ILLUSTRATIVE OF 
DESIGN PRINCIPLES
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 Set back
 Village wall
 Building line
 Public green
 Path

Orchard Village illustrative street plan

Collage view of the Orchard Village

Approaching the Orchard Village the street is lined with terraces of 
standard types. The village wall peels away to reveal the special which is 
recessed back from the street edge in order to form a small public green 
space. The special is an additional storey to the typical houses, this gives 
it the presence of a focal building within the village ensemble.

SETTING BACK THE VILLAGE WALL AND BUILDING 
LINE: AN OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE INFORMAL 
NEIGHBOURHOOD SQUARES

Viewpoint

N

Special type: standalone 

building alternating the 

building line/language

Village square: formed from 

the set back special type

Standard uphill type: with 

terraces facing the street

Adapted standard: turning the 

corner with a side garden

Standard Downhill type: with small 

front gardens widening the street
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From the alternate viewpoint looking south-west the street opens up and 
the geometry of the terrace housing shifts to face the special building 
forming a sense of enclosure for the small neighbourhood square. The 
gable end of the standard special turning the corner is revealed and draws 
the eye round the corner further into the village.

ANIMATED BUILDING LINE: SUBTLE SHIFTS 
IN ANGLE CREATING STOPPING POINTS AND 
TURNING VIEWS

Orchard Village illustrative street plan

Collage view of the Orchard Village

Viewpoint

N

Village wall: edging the 

pedestrian street

Front gardens: Widening the 

feeling of the street

Set back building line and 

village wall: forming the 

neighbourhood square

Rotated building line: 

Enclosing and animating the 

street
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Adapted standard: Turning the 

corner with a side garden

Exposing gable ends: expressing 

the building form and opening 

gaps to the landscape

Following the turn of the end of terrace, down the street to the west there 
are visible breaks through the terraces allowing views the landscape. In 
this view the opening up of the neighbourhood square is visible and draws 
the viewer around the corner.

TURNING THE CORNER: GABLE ENDS REVEALING 
VIEWS OF SQUARES AND EXTENDING INTO THE 
L ANDSCAPE

Orchard Village illustrative street plan

Viewpoint

N

Village square: formed from 

the set back special type

KEY

 Village wall
 Building line
 Public green
 Path

Collage view of the Orchard Village
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The Typologies in the Orchard Village utilise the landscape 
and street condition. Their Design Principles are as follows:

Open Split level interiors: 
The half level change in from front to back allows for 
stepped and open interiors. Especially on alternate 
standard types.

Large apertures to the landscape:
Making the most of the position at the top of the valley, 
houses are turned in a way that views out are unique.

Open frontage: 
Kitchen/living spaces facing the street and opening out 
onto front gardens.

Open split level interiors

Large apertures to the landscape

Open frontage and greenery: houses which open onto front gardens and 
the street

9.3.5  

TYPOLOGY: ASPIRATIONAL 
TYPES THAT UTILISE THE 
LEVEL CHANGE TO FORM 
EXCITING INTERIORS
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Opening up the plan. Using the 

split section due to the level 

change in the existing slope

Reacting to the subtle step in topography the types have a half-level step 
between front and back to form spatial interest within efficient houses 
types. Depending on aspect the houses are afforded a larger south facing 
back garden and living/dining or a top floor terrace looking south.

TYPES THAT UTILISE THE EXISTING TOPOGRAPHY: 
ILLUSTRATIVE AXONOMETRIC SECTION
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Front gardens widening 

the street. Kitchens and 

active rooms facing out

High level terraces. Overlooking 

the streets and giving houses a 

south facing amenity

Axonometric section through typical housing types & street
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AA

1F Plan. 1:250 Scale

GF Plan. 1:250 Scale

AA

1F Plan. 1:250 Scale

GF Plan. 1:250 Scale

Standard Downhill type

Alternate Downhill type

9.3.5.1  

STANDARD DOWNHILL TYPE

KEY

 1b2p flat
 2b4p flat
 2b4p maisonette
 2b4p house
 3b5p/4b6p maisonette
 3b/5p/4b6p house
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AA

2F Plan. 1:250 Scale

1F Plan. 1:250 Scale

GF Plan. 1:250 Scale

Standard uphill type

KEY

 1b2p flat
 2b4p flat
 2b4p maisonette
 2b4p house
 3b5p/4b6p maisonette
 3b/5p/4b6p house

9.3.5.2  

STANDARD UPHILL TYPE
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The character is of red brick with short pitched roofs 
facing the street and longer, shallower pitches facing down 
to the landscape. The street character is grounded by the 
village wall such as that at the neighbouring village of 
Tylers green. Infill facade between the masonry gables is 
with stained timber weatherboarding, typical to the area 
but expressed with modern detailing, such as large open 
windows and chimneys.

Timber weatherboarding and masonry base facing onto public yards. West Wycombe

Mixture of contemporary masonry and timber infill. 

Contemporary timber weatherboarding and shingles. 

Brickwork Timber weatherboarding 
and detailing

9.3.6.1  

CHARACTER & MATERIALS: 
STANDARD TYPES
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The specials develop a material palette from the timber 
buildings in the area. Many of the local houses and 
workshops are typified by timber weatherboarding sitting 
on a heavy masonry base. The specials here use modern 
precedent to interpret this materiality; specials are notably 
different from the standard types to create landmark 
buildings for way-finding and to create difference.

Tall local workshop buildings with black timber weatherboarding, West Wycombe

Finer timber panel detailing with concrete and brick elements

Modern slatted timber facade with large openings

Timber weatherboarding 
and detailing

Stonework and
pre-cast stone with 
exposed aggregate

9.3.6.2 

CHARACTER & MATERIALS: 
SPECIALS
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This view illustrates a typical area around the special and the end of 
terrace standard special. Opening onto the neighbourhood square the 
standard special house has a red brick gable with large openings. To 
the front the openings are full height and break the masonry line to 
give clear pillars of masonry. This learns from the infill timber and black 
weatherboarding from West Wycombe.

ORCHARD VILLAGE ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIALITY
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Viewpoint

Modern weatherboarding aesthetic

A neighbourhood in keeping with the surroundings

Timber weatherboarding specials

Homes in a woodland setting

Large apertures opening to the landscape

Contemporary timber weatherboarding 
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View of Orchard Village site
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In support of the wider landscape strategy, the Orchard 
Village will contain a consistent and unifying palette of 
materials which subtly varies in order to reinforce character.

Living in an orchard is the theme of the Orchard Village; residents will 
be living in a productive landscape shaped by tree planting.  Native and 
heritage fruiting varieties will form the core planting types here; the edges 
of the orchard village will include other, large native species in support of 
the design to mitigate visual impact.

All streets will host occasional planters and small shared gardens with the 
predominant street type being the community street.

9.3.7  

LANDSCAPE & PUBLIC REALM

Orchard Village illustrative plan
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Orchard Village landscape type diagram

Orchard Village Landscape Plan
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Larger homes are more common in the Orchard Village, associated private amenity space is therefore more common 
than in other villages. Shared or communal amenity space is located in two locations in which backyard allotments 
and play are the main components.

9.3.7.1 

PUBLIC REALM TYPOLOGIES

LOCAL SQUARE

The local square will contain a change in 
surface with a low (less than 60mm) or flush 
kerb which defines the space and encourages 
vehicles to slow down. Where these occur 
at the edge of the village the  surrounding 
landscape drifts into the square and where 
technical useful and ecological appropriate 
SUDS / reflection pools with boardwalks will 
manifest. Clusters of trees create informal 
viewing galleries to look out across the valley.

BACK GARDEN ALLOTMENT

Back gardens and communal courtyards open 
out into community allotments, creating 
private, shared and socially connected 
growing space outside kitchen windows.

Local Square The Methleys, Leeds

LOCAL AND WOODLAND PLAY

Children who live in and visit the Gomm Valley 
have the opportunity to play in a beautiful 
natural landscape like no other.

Play space will be located in new and old 
woodland planting and hedgerows with 
seating up-slope so that parents can 
watch their children taking advantage of 
topographic play and play in trees. It is 
intended that the ‘green team’ organisation 
that manages the landscape will construct 
some of the play equipment and supplement 
playgrounds with new equipment / repair old 
using site won timber from the valley.

Back garden Allotment Sketch Cartierville, France

Plan Sketch Woodland Play
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